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Linear half-space problems can be used to solve domain decomposition problems 
between Boltzmann and aerodynamic equations. A new fast numerical method 
computing the asymptotic states and outgoing distributions for a linearized BGK 
half-space problem is presented. Relations with the so-called variational methods 
are discussed. In particular, we stress the connection between these methods and 
Chapman-Enskog type expansions. 
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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N  
The Bol tzmann equat ion and the more  classical gas dynamics  equations 
(such as Euler  or  Nav ie r -S tokes  equat ions)  are used to model  hypersonic  
gas flows. Numer ica l  s imulat ions of  such flow are useful in the design of 
space vehicles, especially in unders tanding  the behavior  of  the early phases 
of reentry flights. 
Such flows are usually far from any kind of  local equi l ibr ium state: 
real gas effects (and the many  different degrees of freedom involved such as 
ro ta t ional  and  vibra t ional  energies) as well as the impor tance  of  chemical  
reactions in the energy balance on the vehicle surface demand  that  var iants  
of the Bol tzmann equat ion be used as first principle equations instead of 
the Euler or  Nav ie r -S tokes  equations.  However ,  when the mean free pa th  
of  molecules becomes small, all numerical  methods  for the Bol tzmann 
equat ion becom6 exceedingly espensive in comput ing  time. Therefore, gas 
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dynamics equations should be used whenever possible--in other words, 
near local equilibrium states in situations where the local mean free path 
is small and outside of shock and boundary layers. These considerations 
prompt the use of domain decomposition strategies, where the Boltzmann 
equation is to be solved only in regions other than those mentioned above. 
Once the regions described by the gas dynamics equations are determined, 
the next major problem is the matching of the Boltzmann domain with the 
Euler or Navier-Stokes domain. This question is far from being an easy 
one, as the equations to couple and the numerical schemes used to solve 
them are of very different nature. For numerical work on the coupling 
of Boltzmann and gas dynamics equations, see (among other references) 
Bourgat et al. t3) and Lukschin et aL (17) A more refined approach to find the 
correct coupling conditions is given, for example, by Illner and Neunzert.r 
The problem that we address in this article is to find as explicit as 
possible and yet accurate matching relations between the kinetic and gas 
dynamics regions. We confine our investigations to the case of an ideal gas, 
since our problem seems open even in this case. Yet, it is beyond doubt 
that some of the methods and ideas used here could be adapted to more 
realistic models. 
As a general principle, the matching can be done by modeling the 
interface region by a transition layer where some "intermediate equation" 
(e.g., the linearized Boltzmann equation) is solved.  (9"14) We assume this 
layer to have slab symmetry, that is, the particle distribution is constant on 
surfaces parallel to the interface. (This is generically the case whenever the 
curvature of the interface is small compared to the reciprocal of the mean 
free path.) Hence, the space coordinate reduces to x, the distance to the 
interface. After scaling it like x/e, where e is the order magnitude of the 
mean free path, one has to solve the following equation: 
( v l + u )  O,,cp+L~o=O with x ~ [ O , m )  and O:(Vl,V2, O3)~R 3 
cp(0, v) = k(v), vl + u > 0 
where u is the component of the bulk velocity normal to the interface, L 
the Boltzmann operator linearized around some local Maxwellian, and k 
the distribution function computed in the Boltzmann region. This problem 
should be solved at each interface "cell" or "mesh." A direct solution by 
any kind of iterative method seems much too expensive to this. In fact, one 
is not really interested in the full solution: the only objects of interest are 
the asymptotic states, i.e., cp(m, v) and the outgoing distribution r v), 
v~ + u <0.  Indeed, the correct boundary conditions for the gas dynamics 
equations and the ingoing densities at the boundary of the Boltzmann 
region can be written in terms of those quantities only. 
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We shall describe in this paper a numerical procedure which computes 
just those quantities by using a Chapman-Enskog type expansion to 
approximate the solution. The method is seen to converge very fast numeri- 
cally. It seems to give accurate results when compared to the available 
explicit solutions in some special eases and to results obtained by more 
direct simulation schemes. This numerical procedure is inspired by the 
work of Ringeisen/~9~ originally aimed at solving the one-speed transport 
equation with isotropic scattering with full line geometry; in this special 
case, Ringeisen was able to give a convergence proof for his method, while 
pointing out that it should be valid in more general contexts. The first step 
of our method in the special case u = 0 is shown to be equivalent to the 
so-called variational methods developed by Cercignani, ~41 Golse, t~~ and 
Loyalka and Ferziger t~5'~6~ and used for determining the slip boundary 
coefficients for the Navier-Stokes equation. For other approaches to the 
numerical solution of the above half-space problem we refer to refs. 1, 7, 
20, and 21 and for a mathematical investigation to refs. 2, 5, 8, 11, 20, 
and 21. 
This paper is oganized as follows: In Section 2, where we explain the 
method for a one-dimensional model equation, as well as in Section 3, 
where the three-dimensional (in velocity) BGK equation is considered, we 
proceed in the following systematic way: the first subsection introduces the 
equations; the second subsection describes the method for computing the 
asymptotic states and the "albedo operator"--see the definition below--for 
u > 0; the third subsection specializes to the case u = 0 and compares the 
results with those of the variational method; and the fourth subsection 
discusses the numerical results. 
2. A O N E - D I M E N S I O N A L  B O L T Z M A N N  EQUATION 
In this section we use a simple stationary one-dimensional model 
Boltzmann equation to describe our numerical procedure. In Section 3 this 
procedure will be applied to the linearized BGK equation with three- 
dimensional velocity space. 
2.1. The Equation 
Consider the following stationary equation in a half-space: 
(v + u) Ox~ + cp-- ( ~oM 1/2) Mr/2=0 
~(O,v)=k(v), v + u > O  
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with x e [ 0, oo ), v ~ R, u e R. Here we denoted by M the centered, reduced 
Maxwellian M =  (2z~)-1/2 exp( -v2 /2)  and we define < f >  := JR f ( v )  dr, 
if f is integrable. The following proposition recalls the essentials of the 
existence, uniqueness, and asymptotic behavior results already known for 
this simple model.(13' 1 ! ) 
Proposition 2.1. If  u>~0, then the above problem has Vke 
Le2((1 + Iol) do) a unique solution ~oe~~ s176 + Ivl) do)). If  u < 0 ,  
there exists again a unique solution once the flux ~ (v + u) cp(x, v) M v2 dr, 
which is independent of x, is assigned an arbitrary value m ~ R. Moreover, 
q~(x, v) ~ 200M 1/2 as x ~ 0% where 200 e R 
As explained in the introduction, for the purpose of domain decom- 
positions we are interested only in the asymptotic state 200 and in the 
reflected density q~(0, v), v + u < 0 .  We shall call "albedo operator" the 
linear operator ~0(0, v) ~ ~0(0, - v - 2u), v + u > 0. We will now describe a 
numerical procedure to compute these values. 
2.2. The Numerical Method  for u > 0  
The main idea behind the method is to solve the gas dynamics equa- 
tions associated with the model Boltzmann equation and then use the 
Chapman-Enskog expansion as an approximate solution. 
2.2. I. Computation of the Asymptotic States 
Instead of 
(vq-U) Oxr, O q - ~ - ( f p M l / 2 >  Mr/2 = 0, u > 0  
q~(O, v) = k(v), v + u > 0 
(2.1) 
consider the adjoint equation 
- ( v + U ) O x ~ b + t p - < ~ k M  I/2> Ml/2=0 ,  u>O 
r v ) = 0 ,  v + u < 0  
(2.2) 
Here, according to the proposition above, an additional flux condition is 
needed. We put 
< (v + u) Ml/'-~> = 1 
The usual form of the equation is seen by transforming v---, - v ,  u--* - u ,  
which gives 
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(v+U) Ox~+~k- (~bM I/2) MI/2=O, u<O 
~(0, v)=O, v + u > O  (2.3) 
( (v + u) ~pM '/2) = --1 
This equation will now be solved approximately. We proceed as in the 
Chapman-Enskog expansion method. Integrating the equation over the 
velocity space gives 
Ox( (v + u) ~ M  1/2 ) = 0~,( v~kM 1/2 ) + UOx( ~,M 1/z ) = 0 
The macroscopic moment is 
Oi := ( ~ bMI/2) 
The conservation equation is then 
O~,( v~,M 1/2 ) + uO.~91 = 0 
Defining L~, :=~O-(~ ,M 1/2) M m, one gets, with vM~/2=L(vMl/Z) and 
(2.3), 
( vM'/2~k > = ( L( vM '/2) r  = ( vM'IZL~O ) = --O,~( vM'/Z(v + u) ~k ) 
Here we substitute the zeroth-order approximation for r qs ~ ~ M~/2: 
( vMI/2~l ) = -Ox( ( v2M) 031) - uax ( vM)  O1 = -0~,01 
This results in 
idO x O  i 2 -Ox01=O,  u < 0  
as an approximate equation for O~ = (~,MI/2). This is the analog of the 
gas dynamics equation for the model considered here. Its solution can be 
determined exactly up to two parameter: 
Ol(X)=Ae"X+O~ ), where A, (1) O~ ~R, u < 0  
Next we comptite the first approximation qs~ of ~O by the following 
equation: 
(v+u) O~,tpl +~t - -O1Ml/2=O,  u < 0  
(2.4) 
~0~(0, v)=0,  v + u > 0  
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where the solution O1 of the model gas dynamic equation is substituted to 
( ~ M  u2) in (2.3). Notice that ( (v + u) ~ l MI/2) is no longer independent 
of x. However, the solution of (2.4) can be given explicitly: 
~'O~)( 1 -e-'~/~"+u))+XA(eUX-e-X/(v+u)), v + u < 0  
~kl(x 'v)=(O~)+Ae"xX,  v + u > 0  
where X : =  1/[1 +u(v+u)] .  We determine O~ and A by 
the closest analog to ( ( v + u ) M U 2 • ) =  -1 .  The ff approximation can be 
iterated. Consider the equation for the remaining term ~b- ~kl: With (2.3) 
and (2.4) it is 
(v + u) a . j r  - r + ( r  - q,,) 
- - [ ( ( r  u < 0  
( r  v ) = 0 ,  v + u > 0  
Defining the first-order approximation of the macroscopic moment 
02:=(qJM~/2) -O~,  one can derive in the same way as above an 
approximate equation for 6! ,  namely 
UOx 02 - a~ O 2 = ( ~ll l m 1/2) _ 0 I 
02 is uniquely determined up to two parameters O(2) B. The approxima- 
tion I]/2 of  I ] / -  1~r 1 solves 
(v + u) 0xr  ( ~ I M  1/2) - -Ol)  M u2=O 
r v)=O, v + u > 0  
Here again 02 was used in place of ( ( f f - q J l )  M~n) 9 The two parameters 
O ~2) and B are then determined by 
The next steps of this procedure can be carried through in the same way 
and produce an expansion 
r  + q , ~ +  . . .  + q , .  




(v + u) a ~  k + ~k -- (Ok + gk) M1/2 = O, 
~pk(O, v) = O, v + u > O  
~ ~k(oo, v)J M1/2 /  0 
Assuming that the series 
k = 2,..., n 
gk = ( ~b k -  1M1/2) -- Ok - I 
ldO x Ok 2 - - O x O k = g k  
~//1 --~- ~ 2 --]- ~ 3 .gt - . . .  
converges, one can see that it is equal to the desired solution ~b of Eq. (2.3) 
by the following simple calculation: 
Using the above equations and Eq. (2.4), we obtain 
/( )( ) ( v + u ) O x  ~bk + ~ ~bk -- 0 1 +  ( O k + g k )  MV2=0 
I / \ k =  1 kf f i2  
This gives 
O~ CO 
Moreover, Z~=~ ~k satisfies the boundary condition at x = 0 as well as the 
constraint required of the solution of (2.3). This means that ~ = ~  ~k is 
equal to ~b. 
One only has to transform v and u backward, v--* -v ,  u--* - u ,  to get 
the desired approximation of (2.2), ~b(x, v). 
The following observation is crucial for the whole scheme: If ~p is a 
solution of (2.1) and ~b one of (2.2), then 
aA ((v + u) ~(x, v) 0(x, v)))  
= ((v+'u)(a~)(x,  v) ~(x, v)) + ((v+u)(ax~)(x, v) ~o(x, v)) 
= ( L ( ~ ) ~ )  - ( L ( ~ , ) ~ )  
= 0  
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In other words, ( (v  + u) (o~) is an invariant in x. Using this invariant, we 
get 
((v+u) ~o(~, v) r v)) = <(v + u) ~o(0, v) r v)) 
and substituting gives 
( ( v + u )  2ooMVZO(oo, v ) ) = I v  (v+u)k(v)~l , (O,v)dv 
+ u > 0  
Or, with ( ( v +  u)MI/2~(x, V))-~ I, 
where 
2oo = fv (v + u) k(v) ~b(O, v) dv 
+ u > O  
r  v) ~ r  v) + r v) + . . .  + r  v) 
For example, the first approximation ~h,(O, v) is explicitly 
~ I / u + A X ,  v + u > 0  
r v)=10 ' v + u < 0  
with X and A defined above. 
Remark .  The second iteration gives already such a good 
approximation that usually there is no need to iterate further. 
2.2.2. Computation of the Albedo Operator 
Here we are interested in computing the outgoing density (p(0, v), 
v + u < 0, of (2.1). We proceed in the same way as before, except that now 
q~(oo, v )= 2ooM 1/2 is known. Therefore (2.1) can be used directly. 
Here again, the gas dynamics equation is 2 u O ~ O i - a x O l  =0,  but with 
u > 0. Demanding that the solution be finite at infinity, one has 
01 = Ae": + O~ ) = 0 {l)oo 
Substituting as before 0 ,  into (2.1) gives 
(v + u) Ox~O I + 91 - (0{1)MI/2 = 0 
~o,(0, v)=k(v), v + u > O  
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The solution is 
f e  -x/(~ + 0~) (  1 - e-X/(v*")) Mln ,  v + u > 0 
qh(x, v) = [O(~)M]/U, v + u < 0 
~o(oo, v ) = 2 ~ M  l/u gives 0(~1=2~ and therefore ~ol(O,v)=2~,M I/2, 
v + u < 0. Hence, the next iteration step is needed to get the first nontrivial 
approximation of the albedo operator. Considering the equation for cp-~0, 
gives the second-step gas dynamics equation: 
2 = (~o lM 1/2) --2o~ uO~ 02 - 0 ~02 
One solves as before 
(v + u) O.~q~ 2 + ~02 -- (02 + ( q), M 1/2) - 2~) M 1/2 = 0 
~02(0 , v ) = O ,  V -']- U > 0 
where 02 is substituted into the equation for (p-~o~. This yields ~02. 
Iterating this, we end up with an approximation of 
~ 0 ~  ~01 + " ' '  +~0, ,  
and in particular 
~o(0, v)~  ~o~(0, v) + ... + ~o,,(0, v), v + u < O  
Remark (The Maxwell Conditions). The following method 
was developed by Maxwell (~8) to derive approximate boundary conditions: 
In order to determine 2~,  one equalizes the half-fluxes at the boundary 
and at infinity, i.e., 
fv+.>o ( v + u )  q~(O' v) M'/Z av=  ;v+.>o ( v + u )  ~ ( ~ 1 7 6  M'/2 dv 
which means 
2,~ ;v+,,>o (V + u) M dv=  fv+.>o (V + u) k(v) Ml/2 dv 
o r  
2~ = ~ + . > o  (v + u) M '/2 k(v) dv 
~ . + . > o ( V + u )  M d v  ' 
Vu~>0 
822/80/5-6-8 
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Of course, this equality is in general wrong on the mathematical level, but 
can provide correct orders of magnitude. In many applications this method 
or simply the matching by equality of moments (i.e., of local macroscopic 
quantities) is chiefly used to define the coupling conditions at the interface. 
They amount essentially to assuming that there is no transition layer 
between the kinetic region and the gas dynamics region. 
Our numerical results show that it seems to be valid for high Mach 
numbers, whereas for small or moderate Mach numbers the results differ 
from those given by the above method. 
The Maxwell approximation of the albedo operator is simply 
(p(0, V) = rp(O0, v) .=AovM 1/2, vnLu<O 
2.3. Numer ica l  M e t h o d  for u = 0  
For u = 0, there is some degeneracy in the equation and the method 
must be changed slightly. We describe the procedure and show its equiv- 
alence to the variational methods for u = 0. 
2.3. 1. Computation of  the Asymptotic States 
The equation is 
vOxq) + ~o-- ( (pM I/2) M 1/2 =0  
(2.5) 
~o(0, v) = k(v), v > 0 
Here no additional condition on q~ is needed, but if ~0 is the (unique) 
bounded (in x) solution, then 
I vcp(x, v) M 1/2 dv = 0 
Consider again the adjoint equation 
- -vOid/+ ~ -- ( O M  1/2 } M 1/2 = 0  
~b(0, v) = 0, v < 0 (2.6) 
and choose the constraint (v~,M 1/'-) = 1. Transforming v--* - v  gives 
VOxd/ + d / -  ( O M  '/2 ) M ~/2 = 0 
0(0, v )=0 ,  v > 0  (2.7) 
( v O M  1/2 } = - 1 
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According to the above remark, the solution of (2.7) is necessarily 
unbounded. In fact, q, grows linearly in x. Taking this into account, we 
define 
which gives 
Z:=~O-xMW2+vMWZ,  i.e., ~ = Z + ( X - v ) M  w2 
va~,X + X--  <xMW2> MW2=O 
z(O, v ) = v M  la, v > 0  (2.8) 
< vzMI/2> = 0 
According to the proposition above, there exists a unique bounded solution 
X of this equation. ~ is given by 
= X + (x - v) M w2 
The iterative procedure for (2.8) now parallels to the case u > 0: The model 
gas dynamics equation is simply a ~ o ~ = o  with the solution O~ =O(~ ) 
(using the boundedness at infinity). Substituting Ol for (xMI/2> is (2.8) 
gives 
~e-X/v vMW2 + 0~)(  1 -- e-X/v) Mw2, v > 0 
Zt(x, v) = I t~(~) ~tw2 ~ v ~  . . .  , v < 0  
The condition ( vMW2x~( ~ ,  v) > = 0 being automatically fulfilled, 
<vxl(O, v) MW2> = 0  gives 
[~>0vZMdv (2~) w2 
O(I)=a 
~ > o v M d v  2 
Further iteration yields X ~ X ~ + X 2 +  "'" +Y,,, where, for k = 2  ..... n, Xk 
solves 
va~xk + x k -  (ok  +gk) MW2 = 0 
zk(O, v) = O, v > 0 
\ 
"~zk(oo, v)J Mw-/ : 0  
with 
gk = < Xk-  I MW2> -- O k -  l 
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and 
a20k =gk 
Taking ~ , , = ) ( + ( x - v ) M  1/2 and transforming v-- . , -v ,  we get ~k~ 
ffl + "'" + ~b,, as approximate solution of (2.6). As before, ;to~ is computed 
by 
~==~>o vk(v) r v)av 
with r v) = ~b,(O, v) + r  v) + . . .  + r  v). 
For example, the first approximation for ~J(O, v) is 
r v) = {0, v < 0  
( @ ~ ) + v ) M  1/2, v > 0  
The albedo operator is computed as in Section 2.2. 
We remark that 2oo computed in this section is exactly the limit of ;t o 
computed in Section 2.2 as u tends to 0. 
2.3.2. Equivalence to the Variational Approach 
If u = 0 the first step of our method is equivalent to an approach 
developed by Cercignani, (4~ Golse, "~ and Loyalka and Ferziger (1s'16~ to 
compute the slip coefficients in the boundary conditions for gas dynamic 
equations. The variational method is based on the observation that for 
u--0,  in addition to (vM1/2q~(x, v)),  the quantity (vL- l (MI/2v)  q~(x, v))  
also is an invariant (with respect to x) of the half-space equation, where L 
is defined as L~b := ~b- (~bM v2) M ~/2. This is particular to the case u = 0. 
We recall the result of this variational procedure briefly and refer the 
reader to the literature cited above for more details: 
q~(0, v) is assumed to be equal to CM ~/a for v < 0, C a constant s.t. 
vqKO, v) M l/a dv = 0, i.e., 
C= ~v>o vk(v) M I/2 dv 
~v>O vM dv 
Then with L - I ( v M  1/2) = vM 1/2 one computes 
( v2q~(O, v) M I/2 ) = ( v L - I ( v M  1/2) ~(0, v) ) 
= ( v L - 1 ( v M  1/2) cp(~, v)) = (v2Ml/2cp(~, v))  
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Or in other words 
f~>o v2k(v) M'/2 do + f~<o v2CM dv = (v2M) 200 = 200 
,>o >o ~v>O vMdv 
To see that our method yields the same equation, we only have to 
remember the definition of O ~  ~ and ~b I . Then 
2~ = f vk(v)(v + O~ ~) M uz dv 
Jv > 0  
= f vk(v) 01(0, v) dv 
% > 0  
This is exactly the asymptotic value obtained by the first iteration step of 
our iterative method for u = O. 
Equivalently, our approach uses an extension to general u of the 
well-known invariant L-I (vM u2) in the case u=O. 
2.4. Results 
We used k(v)= vM m to get for u = 0  the usual velocity slip coef- 
ficientJ 6) The asymptotic values for u = 0 are computed as 1.2533 for the 
Maxwell method described in the remark at the end of Section 2.2, 1.4245 
for the first step or the variational method, and 1.4348 for the second step. 
We compare these values with the calculations of Sone and Onishi, t22) 
who found for the velocity slip coefficient the value 1.01619, which has to 
be multiplied by x/~, to get 1.4371. The same result can be found also in 
Cercignani, t6) where the constant for the slip coefficient has to be multi- 
plied by (n/2) 1/2. 
The results for u > 0 are shown for the Maxwell method and the first 
two steps of the method in Fig. 1. 
The computation of the albedo multiplied by M- i /2  in the case u = 0 
is shown in Fig. 2, where we computed the true outgoing distribution by 
numerical integration of a formula to be found, e.g., in Cercignani. t4) 
Figure 3 shows the albedo for u = 1 multiplied by M-~/2. We calculated the 
"true" solution for u = 1 by a direct computation using a standard iteration 
scheme. 
For a comparison of these results see Coron, t7) where the asymptotic 
values were computed by a spectral method. 
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Fig. 3. Outgoing distribution for u = 1. 
3. THE T H R E E - D I M E N S I O N A L  BGK E Q U A T I O N  
Here the linearized form of the BGK equation will be considered, i.e., 
the usual collision operator of the linearized Boltzmann equation is replaced 
by a projection operator describing the relaxation to a Maxwellian. 
3.1. The Equat ion 
Consider 
where 
(v, + u) ax~p + cp -//BGKCp = 0 
~p(O, V) = k(v),  v~ + u > 0 
IIBCK~o := MI/2 ( ( ~oM1~) + ~ 
i = 1  
xE[O, oo), v=(v~,v2, v3)~R 3, 
exp( - [  v[ 2/2). 
u E R ,  ( f )  :=~R3f (v )dv ,  M=(27r) -3/2 
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The existence and uniqueness theory as well as the asymptotic 
behavior are summarized in the following proposition. (2,2~ 
Proposition 3.1.  If  u>c=x/c~,  then the above problem has 
Vk ~ ,,~2(( 1 + Ivl) dv) a unique solution ~o ~ ,s176 .L,~ ( 1 + Ivl) do)). 
If  O<<.u<c, it has a unique solution if ~v~cp(~, v) Mmdv is fixed 
to 0. 
Four  conditions are to be fixed if - c  < u < 0. Five conditions are 
needed if u < - c .  
The treatment can be simplified by splitting the B G K  equation into 
two parts, the shear flow part, which after some manipulations is equiv- 
alent to the equation treated in Section 2, and the heat transfer p a t t i  6) The 
latter is governed by 
(v~ + u )  O.,. ~o +rp - H r p  = 0  
(3.1) 
rp(O, v) = k(v), Vl + u > 0 
where 
1-1q~ := MX/Z ( (, cpMt~) + ( vl ~oMI/Z) vl + ( cp [ ~  M X / 2 1 [ ~ )  
If  u > c, we need no additional condition. For  0 ~< u < c one condition is 
needed. For  - c < u < 0 two conditions and for u < - c  three conditions are 
necessary. 
The asymptotic state is 
~o(o% v) = (ao~ + boa.v, +co~ [v[2--'~3)2 M'/2 
The numerical scheme we developed in Section 2 will now be extended to 
this case to compute  ao~, bo~ c~ .  
3.2.  N u m e r i c a l  M e t h o d  for  u < 0  
We consider (3.1) with the condition 
(VlCp(oo , v) M 1/2) = 0  
if 0 < u < c and without any condition if u > c. The adjoint equation is 
-(vl +u)G~,+~,-H~,=O, u > 0  
(3.2) 
~(0, v)=0, vt+u<0 
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w i t h  t w o  c o n d i t i o n s  i f  0 < u < c, r e s p e c t i v e l y  al l  three  c o n d i t i o n s  if  u > c, 
out of the full set of relations 
(Vl + u) ~kM I/z 01 : 
Ivl 2 
W e  transform again v ~ - v ,  u ~ - u  and consider 
(v~+u)Ox~,+~,-11q~=O, u < O  
qJ(O, v)=O, v l + u > O  
with two, respectively three, conditions out of the full set of relations 
(V 1 + U) V 1 ~ t M  1/2 ~- 
Ivl 2 
(3.3) 
By the usual Chapman-Enskog procedure one can see that the macro- 
scopic moments 
~! "= ( O M 1 / 2 ) ,  t~ 1 :=  (01 ~lml/2) ,  01 :=  OM I/2 
approximately solve the stationary linearized Navier-Stokes equations 
associated with the BGK collision kernel: 
Ox(u~ + u p l ) = 0  
ax(Ol + pl +uul- -ax4U~)=O 
Ox(3u01 --2up1 -- 50xO1) = 0  
These can be solved exactly up to five free parameters _ll) . t~) otl~ A, B: 1"/o~ ~ /doO~ v o o '  
P 1(x) = p~) + A?o e~'~ + B),o e'~2": 
ul(x) = --u~) + Ae ~'x + Be "~2~ 
=0(1)  9 . ea,X Ol(x) oo +Ayt  + By=e a'-x 
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as 
e a' xAX1 T] q- ea'-XBX2 T 2 q- S~  ) 
) if v l + u < O  
Ol(x, v) = ) ( 1 - e-X/(v' +.)) S~) + hX  1Tl(e,hX _ e-X/(v+")) 
+ BX2T2(e;'2X-e -x/t~+~')) if v l + u > O  
We determine A, B, 0 (1) . (i) O(~) by the following five conditions if Yoo , /Ao~, oo 
u < --c, and by four conditions out of  the following five and the require- 
ment A = 0 ,  s.t. Pl ,  u~, O l are finite at infmity if - c < u < 0 :  
(D i ='~- U) ~I~ I ( 00' /))'~ DI MI/2  = 
~l(o,v) J ivl~ 
The further iteration steps are done in the same way as indicated in Sec- 
tion 2.2, ending up with ~k ~ ~k ] + .. .  + ~k,, where ~kk solves for k = 2 ..... n 
the equations 
1 4 ( 1 )  
7o = 7 i = ~ 2 ; +  - -u  i = 1 , 2  
2 i = l  {27u--l~Suq-(--1)i[9U2q-(l~Su)2+390]l/2}, i = 1 , 2  
with 21 < 0  if u <  --c, and 21 > 0  if - - C < u < O ,  and ~,2<0 for all u<O.  We 
define 
St,) (p~)_u(~) + O~)1v12- 3 ) o~ : oO V l  M 1 / 2  
Xi=[l+2i(v]+u)]  -], i=1,2 
The first approximation ~b] for O can now be calculated from 
(Vl + U) Ox•l + lP l --(pl + UlV + Ol lV123.) M1/2=O 
(3.4) 
ffl(O, v )=O,  v ~ + u > O  
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and 
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--[pk-JC-UkOi-.l-Ok]--~at-g~l)wg(2)Vl-.l-gCk3)(]-~--~)] M1/2= 0 
r O ~ + u > 0  
(vl +u) M 1/2 0, 6 ( x ,  v) = 
Iol 2 
Ox(u k + Upk) = g~l) 
Ox(Ok + Pk + uuk -- 40x Uk) = g.~2) 
Ox( --50x Ok + 3UOk --2Upk) = 3g~ 3 ) -  2g~ l) 
gt~) k = (~lk--I  M1/2)  - -Pk - - l  
g(k 2)= ( $k-- l vE M 1/2) -- Uk-- l 
g~3)= (l~k_, lVl2-- 3 ) 3 M I/2 -- Ok-- l 
By t ransforming v ~ --v and u--* - u  backward  we get an approx ima t ion  
for the solut ion $(x ,  v) of  (3.2). The invariance in x of  
((01 "+M) ~O(X, /)) r /))) 
established as in Section 2 and that  of  
( ( 1 ) /  
(v~ + u) M ~/2 vl ~(x, v) 
Iol 2 
gives us the equat ions we need to determine 
('~176176176176176 M 1 / 2 2  for 
I012 - ~P(~' v)=(a~176176176  M m 2  
O < u < c  
for u >  c 
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Remark that b ~ = 0  for 0 < u < c  since we imposed the condition 
(v~p(oo, v ) M  ~n) = 0  on the solution ~p of (3.1). The first equation is 
((v, +u) ~0(oo, v) 4 ( ~ ,  v)) = ((v~ +u) 4(0, v) ~0(0, v)) 
Moreover, we use one equation for 0 < u <  c (respectively two equations 
for u > c) out of 
( ( ' ) ) (  1 (vl +u)  vt Ml@p(~ ,  v) = (vl +u)  vl Ml/2cp(O, v) Ivl ~ \ l v 1 2 /  
Here we substitute cp( ~ ,  v) as above and cp(0, v )=  k(v), v~ + u > O. 
The reflected density cp(0, v), v~ + u < 0, that is needed in the last equa- 
tions is approximated by the Maxwell method (see the remark below). The 
function 4(0, v) is taken from the above approximation. For instance, the 
first approximation ~'l(O, v) for ~,(0, v) is 
fO if vl + u < 0 
41(0, /)) 
A X 1 T ~ + B X ~ T ~ + S  (~) if v ~ + u > 0  
where Xi, Ti, i=  1, 2, and S ~) are the quantities defined above after trans- o~  
forming v ~ --v, v ~ -u .  Using the constraints in Eq. (3.2), in particular ( ( 1 ) )  
( v l + u )  4(oO, v) M '/2 vt = 
Ivl "- 
provides the desired equations for a~., b~., c~. 
Remark (The  M a x w e l l  M e t h o d } .  Out of the full set of relations 
f, (vl + u) cp( v) M lp- dv oo, 
,,+u>0 iv12 
('/ 
= ;~ (vi + u) k(v) v I M ~/2 dv (3.5) 
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we choose two conditions if 0 ~< u < c, and all three conditions if u > c, to 
find the asymptotic states 
Iv[ 2 _ - 3 ) M , / 2  ~o( oo , v ) = ( a ~. + c o~ - -  
and 
~~ ~176 v) = (a~ + b ~ vl + c~ lvl2-- 3 ) 
respectively. The Maxwell approximation of the reflected density is simply 
~0(0, v) = ~o(oo, v), v ~ + u < O  
where cp(oo, v) is obtained by the equations above. 
3.3. The Numer ica l  M e t h o d  for  u = 0  
3.3.1. Asymptotic States 
We want to determine the asymptotic state ~0(c~, v) = 
(a~ + co~.( Iv[ 2 - 3)/2) M ~/2 of 
vl O.~q~ - Hq~ = 0 
q~(O,v)=k(v) ,  v l > 0  (3.6) 
< vl MI/2q)(x, v) ) = 0  
If ~o is the unique solution bounded in x, then <v l ( [v [2 -5 )  M~/2(o(x, v ) )  
must be 0 or equivalently < v~ Iv[ 2 M~/2~o(x, v ) )  = O. The adjoint equation is 
- v ,  O.,.~ + ~ , - H ~ = O  
(3.7) 
~ (O,v )=O if v l < O  
We choose the constraints 
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The transformation v--* --v gives 
v, 0~@ + r 1 6 2  
~b(O, v )=0 ,  v, > 0  (3.8) 
As in Section 2, since there is no bounded solution of (3.8), one has to look 
for solutions with linear growth in the variable x. 
Defining 
z : =  r - x (Io l  2 - 5)  M '/2 + v,(Iol 2 _  5)  M l/z + vl M '/z 
v, Oxz + Z-17z=O 
z(O, v) = vl( lv]2-  5) M1/Z+v,Ml/Z, 
\lvl2J ^ / 
v] > 0  (3.9) 
gives 
There exists a unique bounded solution % of this equation according to 
Proposition 3.1. The function ~k is then given by 
r = z  + x(Ivl2- 5) M 1/2- Va(Ivl 2 -  5) M 1/2- viM 1/2 
We follow the same strategy as in Section 3.2 to get the iterative solution 
of (3.9). The first approximate equations for p~ : = ( r  fil := 
(Vlr and O1 := ( 89 2 - 3 )  MI/2~ b) are 
O x b l  I = 0 
Ox(O~ + p,)=O 
0 ] e ,  = 0  
=o(])  '--" (~) 01 =r Substituting this with the bounded solutions p~ . . . . u, -o , --o~. 
into (3.9) as in Section 3.2 gives the solution 
fS (I) if v] < 0  
Xl(x, V - -  oo 
)-[e-X/O'[v]([vl2-5)+v,]Ml/Z+S~)(1-e -'Iv') if v l>O 
~ .. 
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with 
S~)=(P~)-u~)v l  + O~) lvl2- 3) 
S(]) is determined by co 
lx~(oo, v)J / \o) 
The conditions on X~(~ v) give u~)=  0, and p~) and O(~ ) are determined 
by the conditions on X~(0, v). 
Further interation gives ;( ~X~ +X2 + " '  + ; ( ,  and 
r = x + [ x (  Ivl2 - 5 ) - Vl( IvlZ - 5 ) - v, ] M '/2 
After transforming backward v ~ - v  one arrives finally at the iterative 
solution of (3.9). Using the invariance in x of (v~c#(x,v)#J(x,v)) 
and (v~MVZcp(x, v)> determines the coefficients aoo and c~ in cp(oo)= 
[a~ + c~( Ivl 2 -  3)/2] M I/2 according to 
<v~o(~) q~(oo)> = <v~ r ~(o)> 
and 
More precisely, 
( Vl vl Ml/2q~( oo ) > = ( Vl Vl MI/2~(O) > 
a~o +12c~= ;o vlk(v) ~(O, v) dv (3.10) 
1 > 0  
a ~  + 2co~= fo v2k(v) M1/2 dv 
I > 0  
+Iv vZcp(O, v) M 1/2 dv (3.11) 
1<:0 
For ~o(0, v), v] <0,  we substitute again the expression by the Maxwell 
method. The coefficients are, in this case, determined by the first and third 
equations in (3.5). 
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The value of ~kl(O, v) needed for the first iteration step is calculated as 
0 if vl < 0  
O,(o, ~)= 
S ~ ) + [ v , ( I v l 2 - 5 ) + v ] ] M  '/2 if v , > 0  
with 
S(l)=(p•) + O ~) Ivl2- 3) MU2 
o~ 2 
3.3.2. Comparison with tho Variational Mothocl 
Here the variational method can be summarized as follows: 
We use the invariance in x of 
(VlviMl/2(p(x,v)) and (v lL- l (v l ( Iv l2-5)M]/2)q~)  
together with L-~(o~(IvlZ- 5) M '/2) -- vt(Ivl z - 5 ) M  ~/z. This yields 
( v~ gl/2rp( co, v) ) = ( v~ gl/2~o(O, v)} 
and 
( v~( Ivl 2 _ 5) M1/2~0(o% v)) = ( v~( Iv[ 2 - 5) M]@p(0, v) ) 
~p(0, v), v~ < 0, is again the reflected density provided by the Maxwell method 
as above, rp(0, v)=k(v),  v] >0,  and ~p(~, v)=[ao~+co~(lv[2-3)/2] M 1/2 
This gives the two equations 
and 
lOc~,--= fv,<o O~(Ivl2- 5) qo(O, v) M'n dr+ Iv,>o V~(Ivl2- 5) k(o) M'n do 
(3.13) 
To show that this prescription is equivalent to our method, we observe that 
Eq. (3.12) is exactly (3.11). By adding (3.12) to (3.13) the latter is trans- 
formed into 
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ao~ + 12coo = fv v2~o(O,o)[(Ivl2-5)+l]M'/2dv 
1<0 
+;. v~[(lv[2-- 5) + 1] k(v)M1/2dv 
I > 0  
which is, after some manipulations, 
= fv  ,>o v'(P~)+(9(')lv'2--3) M]/2k(v) 2 
+fv  v ~ [ ( I v 1 2 - 5 ) + l ]  M]/2k(v)dv 
1>0 
= fo vlk(v) Ol(O, v) dv 
1>0 
This is the desired result: indeed this last equation is the same as (3.10) 
with O(0, v) ~ O~(0, v) in the first step. 
3.4.  R e s u l t s  
Choosing the incoming function k(v) = e l (  IV[ 2 - - 5 )  M ~/2, one finds that 
the asymptotic value coo is the usual temperature slip coefficient if u = 0. 
This value has been computed e.g., by Sone and Onishi t22) as 1.3027, which 
must again be multiplied by v /2  to get 1.842. Other computat ions and 
references can be found in Cercignani. ~61 In particular, we computed the 
values for u = 0; see Table I. 
For  0 < u < c, the values of aoo and coo~2 are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. 
For  u > c, aoo, boo, and coo/2 are shown in Figs. 6-8. 
Remark. To compare the results obtained here with the ones in 
Coron,~7) /~Z~ and boo should be multiplied by x/~/4, and coo~2 by 
( , , / ' - 2 / 4 )  9 v ,.,. 
Table I 
Maxwell l. Step/variational 2. Step 
aoo - 1.567 - 2.059 - 2.098 
c~/2 1.567 1.821 1.839 
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Fig. 8. Asymptotic value c~/2 for u > c. 
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